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SILVER CITY,

HARMONIOUS DEMOCRATS
Delegates Elected to the Democratic
County Convention.

X. M., WEDNESDAY,

Al. Hood,
Ed. White,
A. J. Loomis,
"Win.

Irahm,

SKPTKMBKlt 12,

II. E. Muse,
Reese Herndon,
St. Geo. Robinson,
Jas. Lucas,
M. W. Ncff,

189-1-

l'KK'K

5 CENTS.

ly concerned about county affairs; thai
county affairs had not leen administered
at all times as they should have leen
and that the people were well aware of
the fact. He stated that capable and
honest men ought to l)e nominated to office and that lie believed the delegates
who hail just lcen elected would vote
for the best men in the county convention as there were plenty of such men in
the party. He said that if we expect to
see the county prosper we must select
good men for ollice and that he believed
tlie eitizens of the county were deeply
concerned in the matter.
He thought that there was less unanimity in the republican party in this county than there was in the democratic party

Frank Maiser,
Con Nolan,
I'. B. Heather,
Silver City Democracy Presents
United
A. II. Harllee,
P. 15. Lady,
Front to tlic Coninion Enemy nnd
James Harvey,
John J. Bell,
Flren tiie FlrHt 8hot of
Steve Uble,
the Campaign.
I. (íiveiw.
The chairman, after waiting a short
Lust Friday evening the democrats of time, inquired whether there were furthis precinct met at Morrill hall for the ther nominations and then a motion was
purpose of Relenting twenty delegates and made to elect the ticket, as it had been
twenty alternates to the county conven- nominated, unanimously and it was car- tion to meet here next Saturday.
ied without a dissenting voice.
Quite a number of republicans, who 15y this time the
republicans who were
hoped that that there would be a row at
there expecting a regular Kilkenny cat
the primary, went around to see the fun. time plainly showed their disappointDuring the day some of the republican ment, but be it said to the credit of most and that the election of the democratic
would be assured if the right kind
"managers" had been very industrious of the
rep,,).,, lireseIlt thev suenu.d ofticket
men were nominated.
in circulating rumors concerning various to ,)e ploilfH((1 10 sl,, u. m,(ltm(,
mtAm. At the conclusion of Judge Hell's
schemes which tliey said would be work- - ...i hnrmmiinimlv
ed during the day but all of this missionspeech there were calls for t'rof. Miles
After the delegates and alternates had
and he responded with some very well
ary work failed of its purpose and the
been elected there were calls for speeches. chosen remarks. He said that it was a
meeting was as harmonious as though
District Attorney Bell was the first to democratic principle never to miss any
there had lieen no republicans in the
respond. Allan II. Maclonald moved opportunity and on that ground he procity to endeavor to work up a disturbthat an interpreter be selected to inter- posed to make the most of 4 he occasion.
ance in the primary.
pret the speech of the district attorney He said there were three great principles
The meeting was called to order at 8 : 15 and
the motion was carried, but when it which the democratic party should conby Chairman Fleming who stated that the
came to the selection of an interpreter it tend for and that they were a tariff for
object of the primary was to elect, dele- was found that none could be had.
;
of foreign
gates and alternates to the county con Charles P. Roseenms was suggested but revenue only the restriction
was the only kind of
which
immigration,
vention. He then declared that nomi- - he declared that it required much pracprotection that he believed in, and the
nations were in order for a chairman of tice to 1)0 able to properly interpret a
free and unlimited coinage of silver at
the primary. J. W. Fleming was nomi- speech and that he did not consider that
the ratio of 16 to 1. These three princi
nated but declined to serve and then G. he could till the position. Jas. S. Field- ples he regarded as the great principles
D. Bantz was nominated ami unanier was suggested but he thought that it a of democracy and he added that the
mously elected.
Spanish all nu,iH,r three was considered by that
man who had spoken
The chairman stated that the first bus- his life could not act.it would be pre- - grt.at philosopher Socrates as a most
iness of the primary would be the selecfor him to attempt it, Oih-- , fliut numlx'r; that it not only represented
tion of a secretary and E. M. Young win ers were suggested but with no belter tile three sides of an equilateral triangle,
nominated and unanimously elected.
Hy this time the meeting was a perfect figure, but that it also repre- success.
After a short pause in the proceedings, bubbling over with good nature and J. rented the three dimensions of length,
during which there were calls for a A. Ancheta, chairman of the republican breadth and thickness or the dimensions
speech from Young, G..W. Miles arose county committee, who was present, was 0f tl en
Aw be likened the democratic
and placed in nomination for delegates suggested and he arose and announced party to a cubical block because it is
and alternates to the democratic county that he wa supposed to Ik dead in a right side up any way it may be put.
Convention the following names:
democratic primary.
He referred to the crookedness in county
Altkk.natks.
The chairman finally concluded that affairs some years ago, the destruction of
James W. Gillett, it would be better to have the speech go papers and robbery of the county by
J. W. Fleming,
Jas. S. Fielder,
John Gillett,
uninterpreted than to lose any more county olficials and impressed the fact
James
Cor
Hefiin,
bin
in trying to get an interpreter, and upon the minds of those present that
S.
time
Thos.
A. H. Macdonald, Judge Hell proceeded w'rh his remarks. capable and honest men must be put up
M. V. Cox,
C. L. Cantley,
At the beginning of his remarks he for office on the democratic ticket this
M. K. White,
W.
G.
Vera,
W. T. Williams,
stated that he thanked the democrats year.
Prof. Miles was followed by James S.
C.
Bantz,
Bennett,
for
the honor which bad been conferred
G. D.
on him from the bottom of his heart and Fielder who stated that making a politiG. W. M. Carvil, Geo. D. Hauser,
ileal
a
good
a
like
to
was
cal
him
speech
Aaron Schtitz,
C. G. Hell,
that he felt particularly at home in a
Jackson Agee,
democratic meeting. He said that at bov learning to swim. It was a little out
H. L. Martyr,
n ! he couid nor rxoeet- to
Win. Rose,
this time democrats should be particular-- 1 of his
L. A. Skelly,
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Felix Leavick came down from Mogollón yesterday.
Finest Cutlery in the city at W. L
Mention of People You Do and Do
Jackson & Co's.
Not Know.
Kotert Black went to Las Cruces this
week to attend a meeting of the board of
Other Interesting Mutter Which ( ml He regents of the agricultural college.
Read With Troflt By All Our
The latest styles of Ladies', Misses'and
Townspeople
Children's Shoes just received at Aaron
Schutz's.
T. Coffey, of Mogollón,
was in town
Mrs. John B. Card and family have
this week.
removed to Mogollón where they will
G. D. Bantz went down to Deming
reside.
yesterday.
Leave your subscription for any publi7777 Slates at Porterlield's.
cation with Con M. Nolan, opposite Post
0. P. Culbertson of the II. W. ranch is OIRce.
ii the city.
Dr. Williams left yesterday for Albuyour
Have
pianos tuned and repaired querque where he will attend a meeting
by a reliable tuner.
of the territorial medical association.
J. H. Allison was in from the MimThe finest line of Imported and Dobren last, Monday.
mestic Cigars in the city, at Nolan's opBuy your School Supplies at W. L. posite Post Office.
.Jackson's k Co'.
Mrs. Martha Millan, of Palmyra, Mo.,
.

was arrived here last Thursday and is visiting her daughter, Mrs. J. W. Pennewill.

Pennington, of Deming,
here last week visiting friends.
Have vour pianos tuned and repaired
by a reliable tuner.
G. 0. Smith' returned from a trip to
Kansas last week.
Have your piano tuned and repaired
by a reliable tuner.
J. A. Mahoney was up from Deming
hist week on buisness.
Soaps, Toilet Articles and Perfumery
at AV. L. Jackson k Go's.
A. S. (íoodell returned from a trip out
in the country last Friday.
Clothing! In order to close out my
entire stock of Men's, Hoys' and Youths'
Clothing, I will sell them at cost for
Aaron Sciirrz.
cah only.
0. C. Ilinman returned from a trip to
the Mogollons last Thursday.
School Supplies of all kinds at Porter-field'- s.
Miss

trip to Georgetown where he went to
get enough republicans together to hold
a primary, but he couldn't find them

0. F. Zottman will make Silver City
reirularlv. tuning and selling pianos
Piano
every three or four months.
owners of Silver City will no doubt be
pleased to patronize a reliable tuner,
Mrs. A. L. Gray went to California
this week. She expects to remain there,
Mr. Gray went there some weeks ago,

C. Berry, one of the populist lead
Rose k Fritter receive fresh fruit on
Georgetown, was in town last every train. Give them an order.
week.
C. P. Rosecrans came down from
Prof. Miles went down the road yesSanta Fe last Friday. He is in the
terday. Me expects to visit Las Cruces office of the collector of internal revebefore he returns.
nue.

J.

of

...,

ANCHETA.

J.'

Will practico In nil the courts of the

terri

.
'
tory, uriniiinu in"
corner Texas and Soring streets.
NEW MEXICO.
SILVER

dm'

ta '

MTi-- s

a VTET.niiR.

ATTORNEY AT T. AW.
Silver City National Bank.
N.
SILVER CITY

J

nawnver

...

C B. OTLLETT.

M.

ATTORNEY AT T.AW and

3.

NOTA K Y ruiJL.il.
Pul lect ions a Snoclaltv.

SILVER CITV

A.""

1,ARÍTÍoW

N.

AT IAW,
N. M.

SILVER CITY

TOnN M. GINX.
t)
ATTOKrI AI L.AW.
Will practice in all the Courts ol tno

SILVER CITY,

II

Territory.
-

-

N. M.

L. PICKETT.

II.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
N.
SILVER CITY,

n

l,

M

T. PHILLIPS.

Oillcc

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.

at Bailey's drug Store.

Rooms

Dr. Bailey's residence.

SILVER CITY

--

--

at
N. M.

Otto F. Zottmann, piano tuner and re
Democratic County Convention.
Co.
pairer for the
of El Paso, will return to Silver City in
Pursuant to an order of the democratic
of Grant county, a conalxnit two weeks. If you wish to nave central committee
vention of the democratic voters of Grant
shape wait county
your pianos put in first-clas- s
Is hereby called to meet at Silver
for him. Leave your orders lor tuning City September 15. 1NII4, in Morrill hall at. 10
o'efoek a. m. for the purpose of nominating
at Tim Eaoltc ofhce.
democratic, candidates for sheriff, probato
treasurer,
W. L. Jackson has returned from a clerk, assessor, probate judge,

John Carson, who has been out on a
hunting trip in the Aminas Valley in the
Peter Hall was in yesterday from Pine Black range for about three weeks, reCiénega. He returns today.
turned last Sunday afternoon. He says
Fresh fruits of all kinds arriving daily that there is plenty of game in that part
of the country.
at ?olan s, opposite rost Ulnce.
ers

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

PERSONAL PALAVER.

of schools, county surveyor,
collector, coroner and three county commissioners, and electing eight delegates to
represent
Grant county in the democratic territorial convention which meets
Septeniblr 17,
N. M..
at Las Cruces,
18!)1.
to the
and to elect delegates
district conventions to bo held for nominating candidates of tho democratic party for
the territorial legislature.
The apportionment has been made upon the
basis of the vote cast for Antonio Joseph for
delegate to congress at the IHlKJ election.
The following Is a list of tho precincts with
the number of delegates each precinct Is entitled to, and the names of the persons constituting the democratic county committee
who will call iweclnct mass metlngs:
Persons author
No.
No.
ized to call
of
of Pro.
Precinct
gates.
Precinct.
cinct.
5
1,
T. W. Holson,
Central.
7
2,
Pinos Altos, J. W. Jackson,
2U
3.
Ml ver IMty, C. G. Bell.
8
4.
Lr. Mimbres, D. S. Gorman,
3
5,
San Lorenzo, W. L. Thompson,
J
6.
Georgetown, ,l. A. potter.
ft
7.
l pperuila.
W. B. Horn,
3
8,
Lower Gila, A.C.Windham,
0
Shakespeare, Tims. Kennedy,
8
10,
S. Burwell,
Hatchlta,

g,

1

11,
12,
13,
14,
15.

Deming,
Mimbres,

Santa Rita,
Cooks,

Dudley.

A.J.Clark.

S. S.

Brannln,

F. Mahon,
Chas. Poe,

1".
1

2
ft

D.J. Doran.
4
llave Eggleston,
Columbus, J. F. Hentley.
8
IS,
11.
Fltzslmnions.
Blackhawk.
2
J. Scott Dawson,
Carlisle.
2
20,
Lordsburg, J. P. Ownby.
For fresh candies, fruits and fine cigars
8
21,
PlneClonegii.Tom
Hall,
go to Rose k Fritter's.
2
2"'
Oak Grove, Jas. Twalts.
2
Í
Sun J mm,
John Perry,
Mrs. C. 0. Butts, who has lieen visit24,
Kicolito,
II. A. Fuller.
8
Mangas.
25.
J. K. Motealf,
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. LuTho primaries for this convention .wlll.be
cas, returned to Albuquerque last Sun- held September 8.
The committee resolved that the several
day. '
precincts In the county shall elect the number of delegates to the democratic county
Fresh Fruits of all kinds received daily convention
llko numas apportioned, and-ber of nlternat.es who shall servo In case the
at the Post Office store.
delegates full to attend the convention. but In
B. T. Link.
no case shall proxies be allowed except when
neither delegate
his alternate can lit tend.
L. II. Rowlee left yesterday to attend In which event nor
the delegate may give his
proxy
some
resident of his preildo
to
bona
the session of the grand lodge of Odd cinct only.
is
J. V. Fl.KMINO,
in sesFellows at Albuquerque which
Chairman neinocrntlc.County Committee.
sion this week.
O. Bkli Secretar?.

I,
17.

1

Gold Hill,

1

111.

Hooks

for The College

and Public

Schools at Porterlield's.
S. I!. Claypool has returned from
i.
He will leave for Xashville,
Ti'iin., in a few days.
Mog-olo;-

store keeps the finest
cream candies in town. Received
everv 2 weeks both from San Francisco
and Pueblo.
B. T. Link.
Jake Abraham, who has been here
for several days, returned to Clifton yesterday.
Co to Rose A Fritter's for fresh made
candies.
The postotfice

i'rc.-- h

1
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PREPARATIONS.

Sehonl C'eiiHim.
hall, at 1 o'clock Friday afternoon, in
the following order:
J. A. Lucas has just completed the
Fort Bayard Band.
school census of this district. There are
Meeting Bt Morril Hull to Miike Arrange316 males of school age and 289 female-- '
City Council.
ments for Lnylng the Corner SI one
Grand Lodge of Masons and escort of of school age in the district, making
of the N'ormlll School HiiIIiIIiik.
Knights Templars and A. F. &A. M.
total of 605 as against 5!15 last year.
LaH Thursday evening there was a
Odd Fellows.
This not only shows a very creditable inmeeting at Morrill hall to make arrangeKnights of Pythias.
crease for the year in the school populaments for laying the corner stone of the
Order of United "Workmen.
Ancient
tion, but it also indicates an increase in
normal school building here next Friday
Order of the Eastern Star.
the population of the town.
afternoon. There was a good turn out
Of the total number included in the
and everybody seemed anxious to make Students of the Normal School, Public
School and Academy of Our
census are about 40 who have moved in
the occasion one to be remembered by
Lady of Lourdes.
from other precincts to get the benefit of
the people of .Silver City and the surSilver City Fire Department.
our excellent schools and for whose
rounding country for a long time to come.
The meeting was called to order by Citizens and Visitors on foot and in schooling the people of this district pay
carriages.
taxes. It has been suggested that these
Mayor Fleming who stated the object for
children be enumerated in the district
be
will
delivered
bv
Hon.
was
which it
The oration
called. Prof. Miles acted
from which they came, but this would
as secretary.
II. I!. Fergusson, of Albuquerque.
hardly be fair as the expense of their
L. A. Skelly moved that a committee
Deiiioerutte l't'liiuii-- at I'iiioK A It oh.
schooling
must le borne by this district.
of live be appointed by the chair to make
Pursuant to the call of the precinct
arrangements, and Ed. White, M. V.
B. Jackson, the demLast soring a few musk melon seeds
Cox, Herbert Martyr, E. M. Young and committeeman, J.
Altos precinct met at the were planted among the llower seeds in
of
Pinos
ocrats
L. A. Skelly were appointed. Mayor
Fleming was afterwards added to the school house last Saturday evening and S. II. Eckles's yard and three of them
elected the following delegates to attend came up. On the three vines there are
committee.
county convention to be held in Sil- now about twenty melons of various
A committee on invitation was then the
City on the l'th inst. : Frank Bell, sizes. All the soil of New Mexico needs
ver
appointed which consisted of Allan II.
Jackson, Win. Cliristinaii, "Win. is plenty of water to m ike it as producJames
Macdonnld, Jo E. Sheridan and A. J.
Pound,
J. D. Nolan, A. Ilirshbcrger and tive as any place on earth.
Loom is.
Kirker.
Robert
P. I!. Lady exhibited a pisar gro,vn on
It was then decided to give a big dance
passed the fol- one of his trees this year which turned
then
convention
The
in the evening and the management of
:
the scales at two pounds when it fell
this was given to the Silver social lowing resolution
it is with deep sorrow from the tree last week. Two or three
that
Resolved,
club. The Tort Bayard band will furand regret that this meeting lias just
in down town and
nish the music for the occasion.
learned ot the midden death ot our es- days later he brought
and fourteen
pound
one
weighed
then
A motion was then made to appoint a teemed fellow cit izen and townsman, T. it
exto
this
take
this.
sized
We
pear
occimon
fair
Stephens.
Pretty
ounces.
committee of ten as a reception commitpress our heartfelt grief at his sudden
tee and the chairman appointed JJ. II.
demise and lender his bereaved family
Betts, Win. J'.rabni, Dr. U H. White, our sympathy.
F.
A. 1Í. Laird, II. D. Gilbert, Jackson
The meeting then adjourned.
Ague, M. W. Porterlield, C. L. Cantly,
NODon. II. Kedzie, K. P. Hart and Harry FIRE INSURANCE AND
Thomas Foster and Aaron Sehutz. John
Classen drove over from Lordsburg last
TARY NiBLIC.
J.. Bell was afterwards added to this
week and remained in town three days
committee, and it was agreed that the
seeing the elephant. It is supposed
OlhYu at
committee should have power to add
that they did not come over on political
others to it and appoint a committee of
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
business.
ladies to act as a ladies' reception committee.
A. P.. Laird moved that the mayor and
city council act as a finance committee
to raise funds for defraying the expenses
of carrying out the program as decided

Wm.

Lorenz,

I'ost-onle- c.

Upon.

Invitations have been extended to the
lodges to attend and assist in the ceremonies and a big time is expected. A
general invitation is extended to everybody to come and see the corner stone
laid which will be done with Masonic,

iouX

Mogollons

Get
on

Murphey'sPassenger,Expressand Mail Line.

ceremonies.
The committee on invitation has sent
out a large number of invitations to persons outside of Grant county who might
Stage Leaves Silver City at 8 a. m. every Monday, Wednesday
gennot ha reached by the papers'. The
and Friday for Mogollo and intermediate points.
eral invitation extended through the
papers was considered sufficient for resiAll passengers and express must go to Wells, Fargo & Go's, express
dents of the county.
office from which place the stage starts.
The commit te on arrangements has
about perfected the arrangements for
the occasion. The line of march will
form on liroadwav, in front of Masonic

W.

M.

Murphey.
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AN IMPORTANT

SUBJECT.

Some Very Pertinent Remarks Concerning Our Normal School.

SEPTEMBER 12,

ance of public schools, the act declaring "that religion, morality and knowledge, being necessary to good government and the happiness of mankind,
schools and the means of education shall
forever lie encouraged."

In 1790, General Washington, in his
at the Opening of owning message to congress, reflects the
spirit in which our great" nation was
the Normal School of New Mexico.
founded in these words : "knowledge
is, in every country, the surest basis of
The speech of Prof. Miles, at the open- happiness. In one in which the measing of t he norma school on the 3rd inst., ures of the government receive their imwas unavoidably crowded out of our last pressions so immediately as ours from
of the community, it is proporissue. We publish it this week in full. the sense
tionately essential." Later on in his
:
The professor said
farewell address he gives this oft quoted
Mk. C'iiaikmax, Laihks and GkNTI.K-mh- x injunction: "promote as an object of
of Sii.vkk City, axi Pui'ii.s op thk primary importance, institutions for the
Noumai, School:
Having listened to diffusion of knowledge. In proportion
the excellent address of Governor Kitch, as the structure of public opinion gives
who has told you so ably and eloquently force to public opinion, it is essential
that public opinion should he enlightof education and its growth in New Mexico, you must conclude that there is ened." Further down the line another
nothing left for me to say on that sub- ray of light impinges upon the retina of
ject. When you have heard an extem- the nation's intellectual eye, and we
poraneous address which will 1e deliv- hear the silver tongued sage of Monti-cell- o
earnestly proclaiming his convicered by Hon. J. J. Hell on lelialf of
Silver City and her citizens, you will tions to the people in these memorable
conclude that there is no place for me words: "I look to the diffusion of light
either. Also when Prof. Sel by has ad- and education as the resources most to
dressed you on behalf of the" teachers, be relied on for ameliorating the condithe normal school and their functions, tion, promoting the virtue and advancvou will see clearly that there is nothing ing the happiness of man." In releft for me to say in that connection. sponse to the sacred injunction of our
Then what am I here for? You might greatest statesman, the government has
sections of the pubinfer that I am here to speak for myself, set aside seventy-tw- o
hut no, there is another Isxly to he rep- lic domain to each state and territory,
resented here today. The lxmrd of making over a hundred and forty milregents, with whom rests the responsi- lions of acres of land donated to the
bility of organizing and maintaining the states for educational purposes. This
normal school, asks your sympathy and spirit has animated national and state
in the arduous work that legislation down to the present time and
devolves upon them. It was intended many of the states have supplemented
that Mr. Madley should represent the these gifts by other grants and have
board on this occasion, hut as he is ab- nearly all made liberal provisions for
sent, I have lieen asked to sjx'ak a few education by direct taxation.
Today we stand by another mile stone
words in his stead.
of the star of empire
I claim no credit to myself for the marking the progress
We see with
moves
as
westward.
it
position I occupy in relation to primitive
our territorial legislature in Februeducation in New Mexico, but I consider pride1891,
extend to the children of New
i; an honor to have taught in the first ary,
of a primary educapublic school building in the territory, Mexico the means
by the same benefieient
the building across the street, built by tion. Actuated
the independent school district of Silver spirit and wise principles, it has given
steps, respectively, our
City. I am proud to have been one of us, by successive
college, school of mines,
the first county siierinteiident8 to oper- agriculturaland normal schools.
ate under the first real public school university
It is very important to New Mexico
law of New Mexico and as far as I k'now
we should have efficient work in the
that
was the lirst county suenntendent to
s
lower grades. To more than
read a paper
the territorial edu- of our population the common schools
cational convention, and now, to Ihj a
not only the basis but the
member of the lirst board of regents of are at present
of the only
the lirst normal school, is an honor superstructure and the apex
system within their grasp. This is esI
I
which assure you shall endeavor to
merit by executing faithfully the duties pecially true of our rural districts and
mining camps. When to these facts it
devolved upon me.
is added that the country schools do not
"Wisdom and knowledge, as well as continue in session on an average of
virtue, diffused generally among the more than six months in a year, and
body of the people, iK'ing necessary for that many of the children fail to reap
the preservation of their rights ami lib- the advantages that may Ihí offered, for
erties; and as these depend on spreading more than three or four months annuthe opportunities and advantages of ed- ally, we shall have some of the more
ucation in the various parts of the coun- prominent features of the dillicult probtry ami among the different orders of lem clearly liefore us. In the acts of
the people, it shall be the dutv of the 1891 we have a section requiring parents
li'nUiature and magistrates in all future or guardians to send to school at least
periods of this commonwealth, to cher- three months in the year able Wlicd
ish tin' interests of literature and the children lietween the ages of eight and
M'lcnivs and all seminaries of them."
sixteen years. In this connection says
The aluive quotation is reHected in the John Stuart Mill, "the uncultivated
co:is. ilution of the state of Massaehus-- e cannot lie judges of the cultivated.
ts a".d exhibits the spirit of the legis- Those who need most to le wiser and
lature of that state in 1780. In line of better usually desire it least, and if they
lie jsjlicy of the state of Massachusetts desired it, would be incapable of finding
and bore our national government had their way to it by their own light. Edfairly crystalized into form, in 1787, a ucation, therefore, is one of the things
graiu of land wa- made for the mainten which it is admissable in principle that
AdilreHH of

Prof.

HIIIcr,

nine-tenth-

)

1!)4-- .

the government should provide for the
people. The case is one to which the
prinreasons of the
ciple do not necessarily nor universally
extend." If parents or those on whom
children depend have the power of obtaining for them an education and fail
to do it, they commit a double breach of
duty toward the children themselves and
toward the members of the community
who are liable to suffer from the consequences of ignorance and want of education in their fellow citizens. It is therefore an allowable exercise of government
to impose upon parents or guardians the
legal obligation of giving elementary instruction to children. This cannot be
done without taking measures to insure
that such instruction shall be accessible
to them, and our legislators have seen
fit in their past experience to make this
wise provision.
Progress in all government, has been
found in self government: This is by
self activity, not by repression from
others: Therefore, we apprehend, that
our public school system is inefficient
and incomplete without normal schools.
If we undertake to have our citizens educated, our honor is staked upon having
them well educated. The end can lie
attained best by teachers who have been
trained thoroughly in the common
branches; who are inspired with an
ideal such as only higher studies can.
give and who are ambitious, to realize that
ideal in the public schools. Our Normal school will be supported by the people for the people. Its course "of study
should dip down to reach the public
school so that a boy or girl may begin
there to be fitted to teach. The same
course, if completed to graduation, should
fit its students to be a power in the
school room and in the social world.
The communities throughout our territory are furnished by nature with the
material support of education, but the
training and culture which teachers
must have, if they are to elevate the
schools can be provided only by the collective wealth and wisdom of the state.
There are three immediate agencies involved in education : the teacher, the
child and nature. A classification of
facts, the principles and the laws which
are embraced in their "inner connection" constitutes the science of pedagogics: This inner connection exists among
objects of nature among the various
powers of the mind, and between nature
and the mind. That a teacher may
understand this inner law, he must have
a knowledge of nature and mind and
their relations. Out of this arises an
understanding of the training of his
of this
A prerequisite
preparation.
preparation must consist of a careful
review of the branches required to lie
taught in our common schools; it lieing
of course the first requisite of a' teacher,
that he should himself know well
that which he is to aid others in learning. Without going lieyond the three
branches, reading, writing and arithmetic, I venture to say, that a man or
woman who possesses a thorough knowledge of them is as rare as one of corresponding eminence in any of the learned
professions.
The second part of instruct ion in a normal school is the art of teaching, to know
the matter to be taught, and to know it

thoroughly, are of themselves, though
essential, not all that isrequircd. There
is a peculiar art of teaching, the details
of this branch are inexhaustable, but it
is hoped that the most important principles may be brought within such u
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comparison as to affect material benefit ine to say, to our worthy faculty that I
to those who pass even a Bliort time at honor your high calling and honor you
in the consecration
our normal scliool.
of your time and
The third branch of instruction to be talents to the noble anil arduous, work it
imparted in a normal school concerns involves.
the important subject of the government
In dignity, in importance and in its
of the school, and perhaps more justly useful influence and results upon the
should have been named first. The best welfare ot the individual and of society,
method of governing a school, that is, your profession ranks second to none.
of exercising such a moral influence in The best hopes of the land resting as
it as is most favorable to the improve- they do upon the knowledge and the
ment of the pupils, should form a very principles of its youth are largely comd
important part of the course of
mitted to your care and keeping. With
to qualify teachers for their you as with all of us, in our respective
calling. It is this part of their duty stations opportunities constitute the
that is probably least considered by measure of our responsibilities. Survey
themselves or their employers, for the your own position. You see our terrireason perhaps, that qualification in tory burdened with the presence of a
this respect is least capable of being great evil. Ignorance in New Mexico,
estimated by an external standard. as elsewhere, retards our progress, afBut how much is employed in the words fects our position and threatens us with
to govern a school f In short, the funcdangers that involve the well being of
tion of the normal school is to promote our social organization. Yours is the
and elevate the teacher, and by so doing stupendous task of encountering and
promote and elevate the profession of counteracting that evil ; and upon the
teaching to that standard that w ill re- results of your labors largely depends
sult in the rise of the general intelli- the public sentiment which will secure
gence anil culture of the people. The for the territory of New Mexico that adnormal school should embrace a broader equate support' by the state which will
plan than that of training teachers only, place within the reach of our entire
and should comprehend in that plan the youth the opportunity of a sound
moulding of good citizens. There are
To the pupils of the normal school I
several reasons which make it impossible to suppose that the great majority of yiave only to say :
our teachers can be induced to prepare
)eel))uUe cartulina nililnniin.
rarlnlmi niliincum Ji Uh sit.
themselves tor their work by pursuing a
course of study in the normal school for
three or four years, whose only object is
CARSON,
the professional training of teachers. A
very large majority of our teachers are
women, and therefore in the nature of
the case, do not intend to make leaching a life work. Partly because of thU
and partly because of the low estimate
placed upon the work of teaching,
teachers as a rule, are poorly paid.
Comer IIidiicIwiiv and Texas Sts.
Most teachers can earn even the low
wages they receive for only a part of the
year, since schools in the rural districts
and mining camps are not kept open
Finest Brands of
during the whole year, t'hietly because
of these facts the greater number of men
who engage in teaching do not. intend to WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
make a lile work of it, but use it simply
as a stepping stone to something else.
Club Room in Connection.
In many so called normal schools
Nllvert'ily 1'ont Olllee.
where only normal methods are taught,
open dully except Suniliiy from 8 a.
many of tiie graduate are persons of in- toOffice
T p. m.
acquirements.
different intellectual
Open Suiuliivs from II to 11:4) u. ni.. ami one
hour
necesafter arrival of railway mall.
barely
the
education
have
They
Money order department open dally except
sary to get a certificate for teaching a Sundays
from S a. in. loll p.m.
village or city school with such a marMall closes for Kurt Uaviird, Central, Handullygin oí attainment as will entitle them to over. Georgetown ami all railroad points
():4(l n. m.
-at
a good degree of self respect. The cases
Mall closes for Mogollón and all intermediare rare in which the acquirements ate points at su. in.. Mondays, Wednesdays
Kridnvs.
of
and
college
graduation.
reach the standard
Mall closes for I'lnos Alios dally except
In the majority of instances they are less Sundays
at 4:1.") p. in.
s
high school.
M it II arrives from t lie east, west and south
than that of a
It follows then, that the normal school daily at 4 p. m. from Mogollón and Intermedíarrives
graduate ought to be furnished with an ateMail
points nt p. in.. Tuesdays. Thursdays
educa1 ion that carries him considerably and Saturdays.
Mall arrives from I'lnos Altos dally except
beyond the limits of any secondary ina. m.
struction that he may be called upon to Sundays at lii::ij, a. Skki.i.v, I ostm astk.k
give. In slioi'i he ought to pursue his
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
own course of training so far that there
shall be an ample margin between
Railroad Time Table,
what he knows and what he at any time
In Effect August 8. 1H94.
may be called upon to teach. The extent of this margin is one. upon which
No. ntfi.
No. KOII,
Departs.
IIRSTIN.VMON.
opinions will dilter, but the board with
Arrives.
whom rests the responsibility of the
conduct of our normal school and its
tli:lli a. in.
Silver City
4. m.
policy has taken steps in the direction of 4:00
12:40 p. m.
1:11)
"
Iteming
I2:!0 a. ni.
providing such a course that students 12:4il "
1:41) p. in.
Null
who satist'aotorily complete it shall fairly !l:4."i ii. 'ni.
"
8:311
lillll'OII
111:40
awardare
usually
that
saw '
earn the honors
a MB
"
has Cruces
10
acap.
7:
finish
a thorough
in.
Kl l'aso
ed to those lio
fi:20 a. ni.
Arrives.
Leave.
demic course.
In conclusion, Mr. President, permit
.Ions II. Mri'iie. "en.
instrue-tion'designe-

j

ISO

TO THE

SILVER CITY

TEN CENT
STORE.
and buy your Dry Goods, Crockery,
Tinware, Glassware and Notions
CHEAP FOR CASH.
We sell lower than unv other house In the
Is to YOIJK INTKKKST TO CALL.

city. It

B. BOREXSTEN;

BUSINESS IS BUSINESS!

E. ROSENBERG,
HOOT AND SI 10 KM A KICK.
I promise you faithfully, In the loin; run.
you shall save hnlf your money, by hiivhi)!
your work ncntlv and promptly done to still
yourself, at K. ItOSKN UKIKi'S

Sliver City.

X. M.

lJer-tml-

JOHN

Parlor

Saloon

111

lirst-clas-

H

I
I

'

Special Muster's Siile.
W'HEREAS. BY A CERTAIN DUCHKIi
II made hv the district court of Hie third
judicial district of the territory of New Mexico, in and for the county of (j ra nt. the Istli
day of May, A. I). ls4, hi a cert allien use then
pending In said court. In which said cause
Matthew S. ('lévela nd is the complainant.
and William Skillicorn and l.ansou A. Snyder
lure the respondents. II was. among other
HiiiiL's ordered, adjudged nud decreed that
the said respondents, within three days from
the date of said decree pav sa Id com pin Inn nt.
Matthew S. Cleveland, the sum of $.'10.00. with
interest thereon from the 13th day of May.
A. 1. lsot. together with the costs, charges
and allowances of sn id en use. failing In which
I hut t ln iit'iMiilittf
nii'nt limed In :ilil ilrcivi.
and hereinafter licscrilK'd he sold for the pur
pose of satisrying said imietuenncss, togetner
with the costs, charges and allowances as
aforesaid, and that the undersigned as u special master of saiil court execute said sale.
And whereas, the sit Id respondents, William
Skillicorn and l.anson A. Snyder, have wholly failed to comply with said requirement!) of
said decree, ami tiie time within which said
payments were liy said decree directed to he
made has passed.
Tills is to give notice, that in pursuance of
salddecree. I the undersigned special master
will, on Tuesday the 2ml day of Octal er A. I).
1SU4. at II o'clock. a. m., nt the front
oorof
the court house In the town of Sliver City,
count v of (irant and territory of New Mexico,
offer or sale and sell at public vendue, to
the highest bidder for cash in hand, t lie following described real estate situate In the
i'lnos Altos mining district, cot tit y of Grunt
and territory of New Mexico, to wit: that
certain mill known as the Skillicorn unci Snyder mill, the same being situated upon
mining
claim or mill
certain
that
known
Skillicorn
the
as
site
site,
more
or mill
mining
claim
particularly described us follows,
Commencing at a stone monument UK) feet
below the well that furnishes water to the
east
thence
Skillicorn mill, and runs
UK)
a
to
stone
monument
feet
of
corner
on
northeast
claim:
the
thence south liOO feet to it stone monument on the southeast corner of claim:
t hence (kHI feet west to a stone inoiuipient on
tiie southwest corner of claim: thence two
feet north to a stone monument on the north- wi'st corner of claim; and thence loo feet to
the place of beginning: said mining claim or
mill site is recorded In book 4 at pages 'ixi
and 2li:iof mining locutions said (irant county
records, to which reference is hereby made
for a more particular description together
space
acres
ot
three
with
the
about said mill with all machinery, lixtures, annllanees and uimurteiianees in any
tminncr pertaining to said mill and mill
building.
.loiix .1. Hki.i.
Special muster.
A. II. IIahi.i.hk.
't .
Solicitor for eo'iinl'iln'Mil.
to-w-
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NOW FOR THE NOMINATIONS.
The delegates to tlie democratic
convention to lie held here next Saturday have all been elected and, as far
as heard from, they are representative
men of the party. Perhaps a better lot
of men have never been chosen to repre
sent the party in convention in Grant
county than the delegates who will be
here next Saturday to nominate a county ticket.
That the interests of the democratic
party will not suffer at their hands is
certain, and it is equally certain that
the interests of the people of the county
at large will be looked after. The democrats of this county are 11 earnest about
the honest administration of county affairs and the reduction of county expenses. The burden upon taxpayers must
be lightened and men will be nominated next Saturday who will see that the
wishes of the democrats of the county
are carried out in this respect.
The democratic party does not deserve
success if good and true men should not
be nominated by the party in convention next Saturday, and it is certain
that incapable or unworthy men cannot
lie elected. By experience the voters of
this county have learned that it does not
pay to elect men who are unworthy of
public confidence, either democrats or
republicans, and the verdict at the polls
will be in favor of the best men.
Delegates who have the interests of
the democratic party at heart will have
one thing and one thing only in view
and that will be the nomination of the
best men in the party for the various
positions to be filled. If the battle be
fought on this line there is not the slightest doubt as to the result at the polls.
Grant county is democratic and the democratic party will win with good men.

Wednesday Morning by
& OAKES.

LOOMIS

Office on Ynnltle Street between Texas and
Arizona Streets.
Advertising Rates on Application.

....

Subscription Kates, Pontage Prepaid:
One year
Six months

Three months
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1.00
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Candidates' Announcements.
FOR SHERIFF.
hereby announce myself as a candidato
for the office of sheriff of Grant county, subject to the action of the democratic county
convention.
Bavi.ou Shannon.
1

FOR

COLLECTOR,

hereby announce myself as a candidate
for the olllce of Collector of Grunt county,
subject to tho action of the democratic county convention.
I). A. Mahtin.
hereby announce myself as a candidate
for the office of Collector of Grant county,
subject to the endorsement of the republican
county convent ion.
t

1

A. B.

Laiki.

hereby announce myself as a candidate
for the olllce of collector of Grant county,
subject to tlie act ion of the democratic county convention.
John F. Kious.
I hereby announce
myself as a candidate
for the office of Collector of Grant county
subject to the action of the republican conn
ty convention.
Ci.ahk Koikikiw.
I

FOR PROBATE JUDGE.
hereby announce myself as a candidate
for probate Judge of Grunt county, subject
10 me action or tne democratic county con
I

vent Ion.

SEPTEMBER 12, 1894.

S. B. Giw'.Rrr.

FOR PROBATE CLERK.

hereby announce myself as a candidate
for renomlnation for the olllce of Probate
Clerk of Grant county, at the coming democratic county convention.
I

E. M. YotiNO.

FOR ASSESSOR.

hereby announce myself as a candidate
for tlie office of Assessor of Grant County,
subject to the action of the democratic county convent Ion.
S. A. Al.F.XANDKIt.
I

tabling friends which would be of great
service to him at Washington.
At this time it looks to The Ea(!lu as
though the delegation from Grant comity to the territorial convention will be
solidly forFergusson for delegate to congress.

The next legislature should give some
attention to the manner of electing county commissioners in the various counties of the territory. Under the present
law a new board is elected every two
years in each county. This should be
changed so that some of the board would
holdover. The commissioners are the
most important officers in the county and
it would lie well to have one or more exThe
perienced men on the board.
length of the term might be extended to
four or even six years to the great benefit of all of the counties in New Mexico.
The friends of Thomas Foster are talking of placing him before the republican
convention next Tuesday as a candidate
for commissioner for this district.
Whether this move has been made on account of the strength he developed in
the race two years ago or whether it is
on account of the record he has made as
a member of the board of county commissioners has not been stated, but it is
certain that some of the republicans in
the cimnty are looking for a strong man
to nominate for commissioner from this
district.
The coqxiration fight at Deming may
cut some figure in the coming election.
Some of the inhabitants down there are
in favor of incorporating the town while
others are strongly opposed to such a
step, and it is quite probable that party
lines may be disregarded in the local
fight. The experience of Silver City
ought to be a lesson to our Deming
friends in the matter of incorporation.

FERG USSON FOR DELEGATE.
The democratic territorial convention which will meet at Las Cruces next
Thekk are indications on every hand
Monday could do no better than to nom- .of a revival in business. Money is in
inate Harvey B. Fergusson, of
more active demand .in the east and
for delegate to congress.
trade is improving in all lines, yet there
It is pretty well understood through- is one thing needed to help matters
out the territory that he would accept along and that is the free and unlimited
the nomination if it were to be tendered coinage of silver.
to him, but he is, in no sense, seeking
the nomination. He is a man upon
It would be no surprise to the demo- whom alio! the democrats of the tern- - crats of the territory if the republicans
1... .......1,1 .,,.11
t......
u,,
nominate Catron for delegate to
' iti mint; 011 1IC UllIU iuu uiu lull should
strength of the democratic vote
congress next week. He has been beatHis fitness for the place cannot be en once, but it must be remembered that
questioned and there is no more popular he is a man of "brains and energy," and
man in New Mexico. He is an ardent he may not be satisfied yet.
J. CllOCKET GlVKNS.
of the free and unlimited coinadvocate
' h
announce myself for county commissioner from the
district of Grant age of silver, and while a delegate in conTub democrats of New Mexico must
co'inty, subject to the action of the democratic comity convention.
gress has no voice in the house of repre- use every effort to elect a democratic
S. S. Bit ANNIN.
sentatives, the influence of such a man delegate to congress and a democratic
1'Olt SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.
as Mr. Fergusson would certainly be felt legislature at the coining election. Failhereby announce myself as a candidate
among the members of the house. He ing in this there will I little prospect
coun-tof
Schools for Grant
for Superintendent
subject to tlie action of the democratic is a man of great personal magnetism for the admission of the territory during
county convention.
B. T. Link.
and has a happy way of making and re- - the life of this congress or the next one.
FOR COUNTY COM

M

ISSIOXER.

hereby announce myself as a candidate
for the office of county commissioner for the
third district of Grant county, subject to the
action of the democratic county convention.
A. J. Clark.
t hereby announce myself as a candidate
for tlie office of county commissioner for tlie
tlrst district of Grant county, subject to the
action of the democratic county convention.
R. G. Landhum.
I hereby announce myself for county commissioner from the second district of Grant
county, subject to the action of the demo
cratic county convention.
Thomas I. Ci.AitK.
nercny announce uivseii as n cauuioaie
for the office of county commissioner for the
first (list net or Grant count v. su cct to tlie
action of the democratic county convention.
F. J. Davidson.
hi'i'cdy announce myself as a candidate
for co'inty commissioner In and for district
t
No. 1.
county, subject to tin action of
I lie democratic county convention.
I

.
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Silver is steadily gaining ground. It following resolutions were reported and
would not be surprising if the leading adopted:
ui'.iip.Aft,
in uie unuiue w inumu uuu
powers of Europe would take the initiaof
tive within a year to bring about the
of silver. This country is
not the only country which has been affected by the depreciation in the price of
silver and the folks on the other side of
the Atlantic are being pinched harder
than we are just now.
The Las Vegas Optic gets off the following about a Santa Fe attorney :
Another Catron delegate to the Socorro convention will either have to be selected or C. A. Spiess will have to fork
over his proxy, as the latter gentleman
has an engagement with the county jailer, over there, that will prevent him
from attending the congressional gathering.

Official

Directory.

FEDERAL.

inscrutable providence of the Ruler
Anthony Joseph,
Delegate to Congress
the Universe the hand of death has been W. T. Thornton,
Governor
Secretary
laid upon our beloved Brother Troilous Lorlon Miller.
Chief
Justice
Thomas
Smith,
Stephens, calling him hence from the N. ('. Collier,
labors, cares and sorrows of earth to the A. A. Freeman, )
Associates
realms of the Grand Master above, N. B..Langhlln,
)
A. B. Fall,
Therefore, be it
I. . W. Lenoir, Clerk Third Judicial District
Resolved, that this Lodge, in the death Charles I1'. Easley,
Surveyor General
II. S. Collector
of Brother Stephens,
who by his stead- Charles M. Shannon,
,T. 11. HeinmliiHway,
Attorney
U.S.
District
of
fast devotion to the true principles
V. 8. Marshal
Kdward L. Hull,
Odd Fellowship had endeared himself to II. V. Loomls,
Deputy U.S. Marshal
IT. S. Coal Mine Inspector
every member of our beloved Order and ,1. W. Fleming.
II Walker, Santa Fe Register Land Office
commended it to the public, has sus- J.
l'edro Delgado, Santa Fe Uee.'v'r Land Office
tained an irreparable loss. His heart John 1). Hryan. Las Cruces Keg'r Land Office
beat with love and charity for his fellow J. 1'. Asm rute. Las Cruce, Kec'v'r L'd Office
Keg'r Land Office
Young. Koswell
num. His friendship was ever true and Klchard
W. G. Cosgrove. Uoswell,
Rec'v'r Land office
faithful. He was the personification of W. W. lloyle, Clayton,
Keg'r Land Office
11. C. l'lckels, Clayton,
ReeVr Land Office
truth and honor a noble man.
Relumed, That the county and comTK.lUUTOItlAJ..
munity have, in his death, lost a good
L
Solicitor General
F
Harriett.
citizen, his widow a loving husband, his .1. II. Crist. Santa Fe,
District attorney
children a kind father, every Odd Fellow S. H. Newcomb, Las Cruces.
a true brother, and the poor, in their W. H. Whltenian. A Ib'q u.
iny.
limn
....... H. limnes ill the n , - of us lite ;' II' "en. Oliver 111,4.
.......
:i ,
,
.'Him. rll
ill' L. C. Fort,
all
"
I
nwiiv,.
Las Vegas.
ll'llil , .i ill ri.' ti nil,.
"
"
Koswell,
B.
best
lost
(eo. Baker.
our
saving todav, "We have
Librarian
F.
I'iiio.
friend."
Clerk Supreme Court
H. S. Clancy,
Rexulred, That we tender to the sor- F.. II. Berginnnn.Superlntendeiit Penitentiary
Adjutant General
rowing widow, children and other rela- Geo. W. Knaehel,
H. J. I'alen.
Treasurer
tives of our departed brother our deep- Demetrio
Auditor
Perez.
est sympathy and condolence in their Amado Cha vex.
Supt. of Schools
Inspector
Oil
Coal
M. S. Hart.
great attliction.
Rewired, That these resolutions be enCOURT OK PHIVATK LAND CLAIMS.
tered in the minutes oí this meeting, a
copy presented to the widow of our deJoseph K. Keed. of Iowa. Chief Justice.
ceased brother and a copy furnished
Associate Justices Wilbur F. Stone, of (
each of the Silver City papers for publiThomas O. Fuller of North Carolina:
C. E. WiNDitinoK,
cation.
William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
Shiss. of Kansas,
H. L. Oakks,
of Missouri. I nlted
Mathcv G. Keynol,
D. P. Cakh,
States Attorney.
Committee.
!

bu-.-
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Troilous Stephens, one of the old residents of Pinos Altos, died suddenly at
his home on Saturday evening, Septem-

ber 8, 1894.
About 6:50 p. m. he had a slight
stroke of apoplexy and was taken home
where he was attended by Dr. Robinson.
About 8 o'clock he had another stroke
after which he lived only a few minutes.
The news was received here a little after
9 o'clock, and the members' of Isaac S.
Tiffany lodge No. 13, I. 0. O. F., of
which he was a member, were notified.
The funeral services at Pinos Altos took
place at 9 o'clock last Monday morning
and were conducted by llev. Fitch of the
Methodist church of this place.
The procession from Pinos Altos was
met near the Odd Fellows' cemetery,
alwut a mile from this place, by the Odd
Fellows and a large number of citizens
in carriages and the interment was
under the supervision of the Odd Fel
lows of Isaac S. Tiffany lodge. Many of
the citizens of Pinos Altos came down
with the procession and the business
houses here were closed as a mark of
respect to the memory of one of the
prominent citizens of Pinos Altos.
Mr. Stephens was, at the time of his
death, 58 years, 10 months and 10 days
old, and had been at Pinos Altos for
about 20 years. Me had been for years
a member of the firm of Hell A Stephens
of Pino-- Aitos and was a member of the
linn oí Xeff A Stephens of this place
until the hrm was dissolved a tew years
He was lanrelv interested in min- . .
. .
.
ing property at rinos Altos aim nas icit
his
family. He
a comfortable fortune to
was a man of untiring energy and good
business ability and has done much to
develop the resources of the camp in
which he was so deeply interested.
i

......

your job work to The Eaolk ofM. W. Porterfleld,
fice. It will he done neatly, promptly and J. W. Fleming.
E. M. Young,
at reasonable rates.
B.
15ring

A.
Laird.
G. W. Miles.
It. L. Powel.

Cull For Democratic Convent Ion.

Brannin.
Ihivlor Shannon,
Thomas Foster
K. II. Thlelmann,

S. S.

By uuthorltv In us vested, a convention Is
on the
herehy culled'to meet at Las Cruces, Immedl-rtely
17th day of September, A. 1). 1SII4. or
Territorafter the adjournment of the
nominatof
purpose
ial Convention, for the
ing Democratic candidates to represent the
8th and th Council Districts in tlielllst Legislative Assembly of New Mexico.
In said Convention Dona Ana and Grant
Counties will lie entitled to seven Delegates.
Lincoln to live and Chaves and Kddy to three
Delegates each.
The Chairmen of the various county Gom-mitt- es
are urgently and respectfully requested to rake the necessary steps to have their
Gounties fully represented.
L. W. Lenoik.
Chairman Dem. Council Dlst. Com.
V. B. May, Secretary.

Notice for Publication.
Land Okkick at Las Chuces, N. M.,

Probate Judge
Treasurer
Probate Clerk
Sheriff
Assessor
Surveyor
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
School Superintendent
CITY

J.

W.

Mayor
Lreasurer
Clerk
Attorney
Marshal

Fleming.

J.W.Carter.

Wm. F. Lorenz,

Frank Wright,
Cuntley.

C. L.

IIOAKD OF EDUCATION.

'

G. N. Wood.

Wm. Brahm

It. L. l'owel.
OOCNCILMKN.

White,
Martin Maher
M. K.

Jas. Glllett,

Geo. D. Jones.

i.

I
September . ISIU.
KIRK DKPABTMKNT.
VOTIGKIS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE
tiled
notice
L. A. Skeily
J!!'!''!
i following named settler has
Assistant
of his intention to make llnal proof In sup St. George Hoblnson
Foreman. K. B. Hose ( o.
port of his claim, and tnat sail prooi win on C. C. Whltehtll
Foreman. J. W. F. Hose Co
made before the probate judge or probate Steve I'hle
ism, W. F. Lorenz Foreman. HiMik and LadderCo.
clerk jiinu'sV. li tv, . ..". on ucioner-'- appll-mMiller, who mude lid.
vlz' Sec. 11, Tp. l.i s.
cation No. ilf for the
u,

o.

-

K. 81 w.

J. SMITH,

He names the following witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon ami cultivation of, said land, viz:
Walter
Theodric I'itts, of Carlisle, N. M.: ilson.
of
Pitts, of Carlisle, N. M.; James K. W N.
M.
Gila. N. M. V. C Miller, of Oarlisle, against
protest
Any person who desires to
of such proof, or who knows of
the allowance
....... i.. ......
nnrliil. till. II W HUM
i
any suosiaiiiiiu
department.
the regulations of t ie interiorallowed,
will be
Guns and Revolvers
Rieycles,
Whv such proof should not be
.riví.
..imui'innitv
at the above men
ItKSOLCTlONS OK RESPECT AND SVMPATHY.
Repaired.
Promptly
the
to
tioned time and place
i
Lodoe,
evl-,Hall ok Isaac S. Tiffany
witnesses of said claimant, and to oirer byi.
No. la I. O.O.F.
Keasonahle.
Kates
n.imthil of that suhmilted
Silver City. N. M Sept. lu. lStM. J
JOHN l. BllYAN,
clnlnmnt.
Cor. Yiinkbi :.(! Texan Ms.. Silver 'tv. v. M
Itcrister.
day
the
this
meeting
held
special
At a

L.

General Repair Shop.

"

cross-exami-
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JUST

WHO

THE BABY

IS.

Pedigree of the Ii:fant I'rlnce Born to
the
Duke and DucIi-k- s of York.

The infant prince who has just been
born into túc line of succession to the
throne has of course all the ancestry
of lib illustrious fuihor, and is ou his
mother's bide, through the duke of
'feck, sprung from the reigning house
of Wurtemnerg and irom the early
kings of Prussia.
Though not descended from the elder branch of Stuart, he is a distant cousin of the princess of Iiavaria. who is now the head of
that line, and he is also distantly related to the czar of Hnssia.
He inherits no title, her majesty having some years ago decreed that the
style of royal highness should belong
only to her own children and the children of her sons. No English sovereign before Queen Victoria ever lived
to see a
Indeed,
none between Edward III. anddeorge
I. even saw a grandchild, with
the exception of .lames II., who survived the
infants of his daughter Anne.
Concerning the new prince the Leeds
Mercury also notes that he is at the
same time third cousin to his father
and second cousin, twice removed, to
his mother. The duke of Kent and the
duke of Cambridge, sons of George III.,
were brothers. Their respective children, Queen Victoria und the duchess
of Teck, are first cousins.
In turn the
prince of Wales and the duchess of
York are second cousins so that the duke
of York and the new prince are. as h;is
been stated, third cousins to each ether.
( n the
other hand, the duchess of .Y rk
is second cousin, once removed, to the
duke of York, and therefore second
cousin, twice removed, to his son, the
new-bor- n
prince.
great-grandchil-

WRITING WITH

MILK.

Novel

Kulmtllnie for Ink, Available for
All KiMiiii-rwllh Dirty Fingen).
In the course of a trial in France liist
year a letter was rem I from a mn

e
named Turpin, a chemist, undt r
of
imprisonment as a
W. giving directions to a frie. d wi !i
a view to establishing a secret
with him while in prise!..
This led to an oiiicial inquiry on the
subject by the French authorities, and
some strange revelations were obtained
from some of the convicts.
It appears, says Chambers' Journal,
that when information has to l.e conveyed to a priso-.ier- ,
a formal lett'T,
containing apparently nothing but a
few trivial facts of a personal nature,
is forwarded to the prison. This is read
by the governor, who stamps it. and
allows it to be handed on to the man
to whom it is addressed. The lat ter,
however, is aware that there is another
letter to be read within the lines, this
being written in milk, and being easily
decipherable on being rubbed over
with a dirty Lnger.
ncii-tenc-

'
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are equipped with real riiles, on a reduced scale, of course, made expressly
in the royal factory, and they wear a
blue uniform and red cap. Everything
is complete pioneers, band and drummers. The corps is divided into six.
companies, each with its captain and
subalterns, and the organization is exactly the same as in a regiment of the
line.
WORK THAT NOURISHES.

HOMEMADE AWNINGS.
They Are Eiinlly l'ut Together If Instruo-tioiiAre Followed.
Where the direct rays of the sun
strike a window it is always well to
have some kind of a protection, particularly for south and west windows.
Vines make a good awning, but if
trained close to the window, as usually
H

done, they keep out the air as well as
sun. To prevent this a light frame or
Under Ripe Conditions Toil Develop tut hood (sec illustration) should be atTruly hh ExerrlHe.
tached to the upper part of the winOne of the secrets of u life of growdow, reaching at least one third of the
ing power is to be nourished rather way down, and extending out about Is
than depleted by one's work Activity
is healthful; strain is harmful. Men do
not die of overwork, but of maladjustment to the conditions of their work:
for under ripe conditions work develops just as truly as exercise, but under
wrong conditions it depletes and deThe great workers of the
stroys.
world have accumulated force rather
than parted with it, and have gathered richness of material and the power
-m,
r-of action by the putting forth of their
FIG.
energies; so that their lives have moved
toward culmiiuition rather than come
JI0MK.MADE AWNINGS.
to an early fruition followed by a long
decline. It is easy to detect the dilt'er-enc- e or 20 inches from the window casing.
between the man who is feil by The vines should then be trained over
his work and the man who is drained this frame and will thus allow of a
by it. There is an ease, a force and n
free circulation of air and exclude the
zest about the work that nourishes, sun at the same time.
which is never long characteristic ol
Cheap awnings may be made at home
the work that depletes; for the essen-sentiwill protect the windows almost
that
of the work which nourishes is as well as those costing several dollars
its free and unimpeded expression of a window,
bedtick-ing- .
liuy
the personality of the worker. It is the
Scalx4 yards for each window.
overllow of his own personal energy lop and bind one end. Make a frame
and not the strenuous putting forth ol
by nailing to each side of the window
toilsome effort. It is signiliciint that
a strip about two inches wide and MI
imu
rule,
as
are
the great artists,
inches long. To the ends of these nail
mensely productive. Michael Angelo,
a strip the same width and of length to
Raphael, Uubens, Shakespeare, liolz.au
reach. Then tack the upper end of the
and men of their class attest their awning cloth to the
top of the window.
genius not only by the quality of their Stretch
tightly and tack securely to
work but by its quantity also. This
the projecting frame below, which
means that they have secured the right should be on
about midway between
adjustments to their conditions, and top
and bottom of the window allowilruin.
a
being
of
that work, instead
ing about a quarter of a yard of the
nourishes and develops the worker.
scalloped end to hang over the frame.
The man who works with delight ami
(See illustration)
Clara S. Everts, in
ease grows by means of his activity,
Orange
Farmer.
Judd
and the first secret to be learned in
order to rid work of worry and wear is
The Hunt- - Drenned Woman.
to take it in a reposeful spirit, to red
The
woman in the world
fuse to be hurried, to exchange the is said to be Queen Marguerite of Italy.
being
by
sense of
mastered
one's oecu Her wardrobe includes a countless vapation for the consciousness of mastery. riety of elegant costumes, und she selTo take work easily and quietly, not
dom wears a dress more than once.
because one is indifferent to it, but be- This is not quite such a recklessly excause one is fully equal to it, is to take travagant proceeding as it first apthe first step towards turning work pears, for the queen sells her gowns to
into play. Outlook.
buyers, who are very glad to get them,
even at the high prices which lire
1
li lirll Sniitd
One tablespoonful of vinegar, one charged for them. In this connection
there is a pretty story told. Not long
half teaspoonful of salt,
tcaspoonful of black pepper. A siuce Queen Marguerite asked her
dash of cayenne, three tablespoonfuls royal consort for his opinion as to
of olive oil. l'ut the salt und pepper in whether she was still young enough to
a bowl and add gradually the oil. Mix wear her favorite costume of white
"Thin
in slowly the vinegar, stirring rapidly muslin. His majesty replied"
till the while. As soon as you have a matter requires reilection Two weeks
perfect emulsión, that is. the dressing laler a box was t.trried to the queen'.,
is well blended (the oil 'and vine-gnr- apartments: when it was opened the
it is ready to use, and should be box was found to be filled with whit
gowns which King Humbert had
Used at once.
'

F,

wide-stripe-

d

1

best-dresse-

one-fourt- h

-

Ilfcimcnt of Children.
The infant regiment with which the
youthful king of Spain has been provided to amuse himself was recruited
among the Miquelets of St. Sebastian.
It has four hundred members, the limit
of age being from five to eight.
They
A

-

),
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NEAT PIAZZA TABLE.
Direction

fur Mulling Thin Indispensable

Artil le Kt Home.
Where the piaz.a is used as a sum-me- r
sitting-room- ,
a table is necessary,
A shelf lunged to
us in a dining-room- .
the house and so arranged that it can
he raised and lowered is quite serviceable, but.it is not exactly an ornament
to the house, and the difficulty of ex-

II
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top, ami mark the places for the uppei
ends of the legs The broomsticks
should lit tightly in the holes, ami the
shelf secured in place, thirteen inches
from tiie lloor, with one ami one-hainch linish nails. The upper ends of
the legs must be placed on the marks
and the top secured with one and ene-liainch screws the ends of which are
sn iilien iu the. wood and the holes filled
with putty. After it has been smoothly finished with sandpaper it may be
stained or painted and finished with
d
lambrequin or fringe put on with
nails.
Another way to finish it is to cover it
smoothly with denial, or any preferred
mali'i ml. tacked on with an embroidered valance. The legs should be
stained chciry or oak, aud finished
with brass claw foot sockets.

RECORD DRÍLAKING.
The Kage for It Is Urutllled at the Cost
of Many Shortened Lives.

A bicyclist has accomplished the extraordinary feat of riding from the
most northern point of Scotland to
southern point of England i.i
eighty-si- x
hours and fifteen minutes
The most remarkable part of the act is
included in the fact that he performed his task without indulging 2.;
even
it
actly matching the paint makes
one moment of sleep. lie was three
less so. Our illustrations show one
days, fourteen hours and fifteen minanyby
made
readily
quite
can
be
that
utes without reclining or resting or
one who can drive a nail or fasten a
ceasing his active movement of proscrew.
pulsion, except for the very briefest
wood,
is
pine
of
The top
moments.
an inch in thickness and twentyThe English Lancet points out that
four inches across. As it is dillicult to
g
the modern rage for
i
width,
two
find a board of sufficient
gratified at the cost of many shortened
pieces will have to In? pi nod together
lives. The healthy heart will beat
0
and secured wilh dowel pins. There
times in twenty-fou- r
accomhours,
BY
ONES.
SAID
LITTLE
must lie two of them, driven into the
plishing work equal to lifting 122 tons
edpe of each piece two and one half
a one foot. Dut it has recently been :;hown
with
Mabel,
"Mamma,"
said
little
inches, after the edpes have heen careair, "when you blow out a that cycling lolls severely and specially
fully squared and straightened by puzzled
becomes of the flame?" upon the circulation, and that the
what
caudle
planing. The holes must he bored with
number of strokes of the heart i.i
Harper's Young People.
dis
an
bit,
equal
and
quarter-inca
doubled during such active exercise as
do
if
you
the
would
What
Chakme
tance apart. Make the pegs of oak to
that to which the rider subjects him- (four
Tommy
to
end?
an
came
fit the holes, and after dipping them world
no lowest, estimate, therefore,
on
brother's
my
get
old)
I'd
years
into
them
glue,
drive
into hot liquid
of the worl "f
of the ívcord-me- .
around
put
a
and
safety
one piece: then glue the edges, and bebreaker
just
mentioned
would
le I.
People.
Young
Harper's
fore it has time to cool, insert the pegs
W
s, wittt work done of 234 foot
story
a
was
reading
mother
Jamie's
in the opposite piece and drive them
a .i ...
t tons- - rhw. maintained for the speciiiied
nf
tight together.
-than R50 tons
"
!..- rend.
What is a moor. tlme was e(l"al to
The lower round or shelf of the table tl, mnnr
without repose.
moo-cr.- "
"A
mamma.
asked
Jamie?"
will probably have to be made in the
Setting aside the physiological bearsame way. Jt measures twenty inches answered Jamie, thoughtfully. "Why, ings of the performance, in
suggesting
cow."
Youth's
was
a
I
it
s'pose
should
next
iiway
dry
till
to
across. Set them
that there is something in persistent
day; meantime select three hardwood, Companion.
motion of che blood, sustained by vostraight-graineMamma was explaining the principle lition of a
broomsticks of equal
resolute kind, which pred
twenty-seveHerbert,
to
lightning-rolittle
of a
thickness, and saw them
vents the nervous system from passing
inches long. Prepare them by scrnp-in- g who had not yet passed his fifth birth- into that passive or negative
i.tate to
day. "Oh, ye i. I understand." said he. which the term "sleep" is
off the paint and varnish aud sandit ;
applied,
goes
the
into
paper them down smooth. The follow- "The lightning after it
practical lesson bears on the ultimate
ground makes volcanoes, doesn't it?"
ing day the woi k may be continued
inihiencc of extreme exercise on i'.w
Smoothly plane both sides of the Youth's Companion.
bodies of young men who make tliei.i-selvA I'AfTOU while addressing the priboards. If you have not a lare pair nf
the victims of
compasses the circles may be described mary classes in a Sunday school asked
Apparently the athlete is nonu
way
with pencil, si ring and tack in the
the question: "What in the difference the worse for nich a feat as this, but In
that every schoolboy knows. Saw between the Old Testament and the reality he will have t pay asevere
A little
along the line carefully with a comi'ew
penalty for thus outraging nature.
pass saw, holding it vertically. Through
rui e.l her hand, and, in answer to These violent .strain:', bode in the end
3 nod from the pist r. said: "The Old
the certainty rf ;;ivmatuivdecreptitnac.
Testament ha ; all the leaves torn out
Tov;:rd the
of death the best
and the New Testament hasn't."
heart c n oniy perform a cer;.:u uuas-lir- e
Youth's Companion.
of work, an I whether that be done
by rapid c r
pnx-.csdetermines
FOOD FOR FARMERS.
the length of t!;o days in which it is
done. Thoorei ioally, the: e you:i comFeed shade to the calf.
petitor., who otherwise might l e desFob worms iu .oil use lime.
tined for a long and active existence,
hogs.
to
the
Sei.i, some "lover
will
Lots of buttermakers are simply beforesuccumb and break down long
the sun of their life has
material.
spoiling good raw
reached its meridian, and the l.an.vt
No coNTi.Nfoi s Mipply "f vegetables states
that so fur this has pr.:cti ally
is possible without cunt inuous planting. been
the fate of all those who have
Pooit stuff the farmer who can't endeavored, under the
(1f
nppkiu;grow and eat a quart of berries every their imthmkkur comrades, to do
what
day.
nature lias not constructed thou. f....
You can always notice this, the closer ring without risk
'.
the garden is to the house the closer
A New Dren Material.
the attention it receives.
A new dress fabric made of "peat
Yor have a ick animal and are not
sure what ails it. You would better fiber'' is in contemplation, and the posTABLE.
let it alone rather than dose it with sibility of using aluminium for making
every remedy that is proposed.
drapery goods is thought to be very
the smaller circle bore three holes
best time to engage in any practical, since it can be drawn into
Tin:
through which the legs may pass, each .peciiil branch of business, vegetable wires finer than a hair, and yet so ti int
one inch from the edge,
aud fruit growing and forcing in- tuid supple that they eiur'be woven
from each other.
cluded. U when your competitors are with silk. It has already been used for
Lay the shelf on the under side of the
.l:
petting scared out of it by low prices.
lf

lf

brass-heade-

three-qnar-ters-

record-breakin-

Wfi.-00-

h

1
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n

self-inflict-
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at the tip of the point, and tile ring
to hang the holder up by, before lining
the back neatly with sateen or a piece
No House Should Bo Without a of plain silk.
Feather Duster Holder.
It is quite possible to make up the
feather brush itself at home, if the
worker is anxious for the whole thing
Easily Made If the Inxtrr-tionGiven Beto be of her own workmanship, or if
low Are Carried Out lint a Few
she happens to have a number of fancy
Cents Needed to lluy the
Material.
feathers that she would like to use. up.
A "turned"' stick is needed, which may
The feather brush is as popular as eilher be gilded or enamelled. Take
ever as a useful ornament for a drawing-the shortest of the feather.; and arrange
room,
and there is. therefore no ex- them with the tips downward round the
cuse to be made for dust upon brackets, lower edge of the slick. Tie thein iirmly
pictures or knick knacks of any sort. in place with some fine twine, and glue
The holder shown here is, as seen from this well to prevent it from coming unthe sketch, by no means elaborate, and tied. Add a second set of feathers
rather longer than the others, and secure them also with fine twine, gluing
this as before. Continue this until the
brush is full enough, and hide the ends
of the last set of feathers with a "sugar-paper- "
shaped piece of velvet, secured
here and there with a touch of glue, and
having a band of wide gold braid tacked
round the upper edge to hide the place
where the velvet and stick meet. The
lower edge of the velvet should be
It is a good plan to use kid or
leather instead of velvet, and there
should be no difficulty in getting this
of a good and suitable color, as many
bookbinders will dispose of scraps left
over from their own work.
bow

ENGLAND'S

BABY

PRINCE.

Ills I'retty Mule Ancestral Cradle ami
Dainty l.ayctto.
The royal babv whose recent coming
has created such a pleasurable stir in
Kngland linds his small hands filled
with the accumulated burdens of his

august inheritance. Fortunately the
tiny brain does not have to reason it
nil out. but his young mother must
wish sometimes that fewer cares of
tate intruded upon her delighted en.
joyment of this, her
All his environment is ancestral and
inclose touch with his distinguished
first-born-

van-dyke-

for thi Table.

Mnt

It

FBATUEK DU8TKK

now obvious.
Mow stretch the satin very

tightly

over the cardboard, drawing the raw
edges together on the wrong side with
lacing stitches of strong tinea I. lie
careful to ('el the band in the middle
quili' straight, for the holder will-banything but ornamental if this is
crooked. It' is as well to add the cord
round the ed;re bel nv tí.; band, the
,

have one's polished
tables and stands covered with little
rings where a vase has stood and the
water has overflowed. There is no
need of this, either. Everybody should
have on hand an abundant supply of
these mats. These need not be obtrusive in design. In fact.no one wants
any more the elaborate confection that
were once wont to call attention to
their crocheted splendors in our drawing rooms. Make the latter-da- y
vase
mats of small rounds of olive-greefelt, preferably not ornamented at all
except for a ''pinked" b irder. Xo one
will notice them, but they will keep
your rosewood and mahogany from
harm.

HOLDER,

most of ilie effect, depends upon the
colors and materials employed for it.
Of course it is made up on a foundation of stout card board, which is cut
into a diamond shape and .used with
one point, uppermost, the brush being
slipped into n loop specially made for
it. Cut a piece of moire, or of satin, or
velvet, or plush, for the front, just
about one half inch larger all round
than the enrdlioard. Cut also n baud
of buckram about two inches wide,
and three inches limber than will
stretch aeróse the diamond lion.on tally from point to point Covert his buckram with plush or velvet to accord with
the rest of the covering, and line the
middle of this band with a scrap of
silk; the ends need not be thus lined.
Sew a number of little imitation j'eins,
or large spangles, at equal distances
along the center of this band, anil add
some small pompons or di ops of some
kind to the lower edge Lay this band
across the center of the satin from
point to point, sew it down firmly at
each end from the wrong side, but
leave the exact middle of the band
slack so that the handle of the brush
will slip easily into it. The reason for
lining the middle part of the band is

is too bad

t

n

j

runrtuiillty I n Virtue.
The habit of being always a little
late is so general that it might seem
unavoidable, wore it not that punctuality is secured from the very persons
at fault when the occasions are as
guarded as in the wedding to which
the foolish virgins failed to gain admission because the doors were shut."
It is better to train up children to
order, punctuality, honesty in keeping
engagements, as a part of keeping one's
word, and so teach them not only
but make thein men and
women on whom reliance may be
placed.
e,

Why Women Chew Gum.
Some one buying chewing guin

at

a

candy shop lately began to apologize
tor the plebeian purchase: 'Oh, we
don't think anything about it any
more," replied the sale;, woman.
"So
many women chew gum for dyspepsia
that we always take it for granted
that that is why it is wanted."

THE LITTLE ENGLISH

PIUJÍCE IN HIS COT.

lineage. Even the swinging eradle in
which the wee boy takes his long baby
sleeps has held the infant forms of
many of his royal grand uncles and
aunts. It is the one the queen hud in
t he. royal nursery for her own children,
and it is deemed proper and suitable
that this important successor in the
line should have a resting place dignified with heredity.
The cradle swings from a graceful
frame of rich old mahogany inlaid with
gold. Draperies of handsome brocade
of a delicate pearl tint are attached
mid used to shut off intrusive draughts.
The sheets for this downy nest are of
Hue Irish
lawn, luce trimmed; the
blankets are softest embroidered I'yre-neawool, and the coverlid matches
the pearl brocade. The crown and
three feathers which .surmount, the
framework are further typical of the
royale estate of the small occupant,
whose baby eyes look out on many
such suggestive emblems.
The la'velle of the little prince is
peculiarly delicate ami dainty. Irish
linen and. Siiallields silk were used
whenever it. was po.v ible, and some of
the lace comes from Ni tliamplon. The
work is exquisitely tine, the robes
given by the queen being peculiarly
lovely. One robe is of rich Irish lawn,
and as line in texture us the famous "woven wind" of
India, and the olher a rich clonk an I
hood of pure while ibelline. a beauli
fui dkeii in
t lilt
The tiny hood i
adorned with the I 'i nice of Wales
feathers in pure white ostrich tips.
u

THEEAÍiLE:
DON'TS.

FEMININE

Don't try to keep your hair in curl.
Don't carry an open parasol on the
shady sitie of the street.
Don't tell another girl about your
eating seven dishes of ice cream one
day last summer.
Don't, above all things, bore poor,
overworked city people with stories
about your vacation fun.
Don't chase after departing cable
cars. If you are in need of exercise
take it in a more becoming manner.
Don't drink iced iluids. If you do
you'll soon imagine that there's a steam
boiler and a few laundry fires in your
stomach.
Don't cling so tenaciously to shirt
waists. The stiff collars are always
grinding ridges in your neck and
making you long for the ability to say
words that only men are privileged to

The widow of fíen. Phil Sheridan,
with her three children, lives in Wash
ington. Mr-- .. Sheridan is about thirty-fiv- e
years ol . having been very much
I the junior of her husband.
M. Caí'.imir-IYü'ethe new French
president, married his cousin, Mile.
Ilelcne Perier. daughter of M. Edouard
Perier, who held the post of master of
requests to the council of state.

THAN

STRANGER

SECRET SOCIETIES.
T) A. M.

n.

Silver C'ltv Chanter. No. 2. nt Mason'
Kcgular convocations on Ski Wednes
day evening of each month. All companions
Invited to attend.
Aakon Scinm, 11. I'.
1'KitHY It. Lady, Sec'y.
Hull.

r,

DO YOU

SEE THE POINT?

The Económica i. Way. Don't throw
rice after the bride and bridegroom.
Wait till they get settled and send it
to them.
Somebody has estimated that a man
who lives to lie sixty years old has
spent seven months in buttoning his
shirt collar.
By some persons it is claimed that
"beleaguer" i:; the longest word in the
English language, because there are
three miles between its first and last

Chicago Record.

use.
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WEDNESDAY

F.

k

i

A K.S.
Sliver CM v Chanter No. !1. O. E. S. Meets
every 1st and ltd Thursday in each month at
tv. ti.
Masonic nan. .mis. ckna i osuuovk.
.Mas. Nkm.y B. Lady, Sec'y.
O. O.F.
Jas L. KIdgelv Encampment
the 2d and 4tli Wednesdays of
T

It

No. 1. meets
each month.
Visiting patriarchs cordially Invited.
A. E. Atkins, C. I.
.1. ,1.

Two barons, a lieutenant and a lawyer, are ushers in a New York (Jerman
theater.
d
A sixty-poun- d
boy hauled in a
catfish at Winfleld, Ivan., a few
days ago.
IIays City has a woman who adorns
her home and makes it beautiful with
plants stolen from the cemetery.
' Mus. SpKNcrit, of Bourbon, Ind., now
sixty years'of age, has had eleven husbands and seven sets of children.
In selecting the name of a jury to try
a man for murder down in Georgia the
name of the murdered man wa i drawn
out of the box along with the others.
Three widowers at Marvell, Ark.,
have married again. They h:ivc made
love to and been accepted by three sisters. Their first wives were also sisters.

(. O. F.
1
Isaac TIITativ Lodge. No. 13. meets at Odd
Fellows' Hall. Bank building. Saturday evenings. Members of the order cordially InT. W. Holson. N. (.
vited to attend.
St. (koiuik Roiunson. Sec'y.
.

O. F.

Helen Lodge, No. 7. Kelieknh IVirree.
Meet hiL's second and fourth Friday nlehts in
each month, at hall of I. S. Tiffany Lodge No.
u.
1,. II. KowM.KK.
Ill Hank building.

have been made one. the honeymoon is
the time spent in endeavoring to dis
cover which
that
Magazine.

St- -

one.-Derao- rest's

fifty-poun-

Kkm.y, Scribe.

1

letter.
T
Generally, when a man and woman It

MOTION.

A. M.

Silver City Lodge, No. 8. Meets lit Mnson- over Silver City Nafl Hank, the
Thursday evening on or before the full moon
each month. All visiting brothers invited to
M.
. Twomky. W. M.
attend.
I'kiihy I). Lady, See'y.
Hall,

'

Ukokuk

obinson. Sec'y

;.

V OF IV
. Meets 2d and 4th Tuesday nights of each
month, at Odd Fellow's Hall. Visiting Knights
Frank Wmoirr. VC
Invited.
.I..I.SIIKHIKAN, K. R&8.
J

FOR

BOOK-

WORMS.

Mr. Walter Hehant's latest novel isi
called "Beyond the Dreams of Ava- - i o. I'. V.
'
Tuesday of each
r;ce
'A. Meets on the 1st mid 3d cordially
Invited.
.
month. Fellow workmen
to
bring
biR Emm Arnold is about
c. l. Oanti.ky. M. F.
Kec
Ol'NO.
nut n. vnlurn.. under the title of "Wandering Words."
Democratic Territorbil Convention.
Miss Prances E. Willard is said to
h
resolution of the dem
be writing a book on bicycling, in In accordance witcentral
committee, adopt- ocratic UTl IMH lili
which she will advocate the use of the ,.,( Ilt meeting
held in Santa Fe on the Uth
day of August. IWU, a convention of the dembicycle by women.
party of the territory Is hereby called
ocratic
Cruces. N. M.. on the 17th day
It is announce that Mr. Thomas A. to meet at Las 1SIII.
at 2 o'clock p. tn.. to nomiSeptember.
Janvier is the author of the brilliant of
a candidate for delegate to the house of
nate
Con
Woman's
"The
little book entitled
representatives of the 51th congress of the
Mines.
quest of New York."
cuiten
l
lili vii Id resn lit on each
i... ..twin ni'ii
M. Andiu ClIKVRII.LON, a nephew Of ,.nmltv f ,i. territory Is entitled to one (1 'I- egate'to
Ion for each ta votes
convent
said
THE ENGLISH ROYAL FAMILY. Taine, has written a review of Itudyard
,. ...oi ..i
.,. t east for Hon. Antonio Joseph, as delegate to
i
io rMn.ii.ijr
congress In Isir.', and an additional Uciegaie
years of power ivipuiifi which
In her
for each fraction of the unit of 135 ainount- -the "Revue de Paris."
Queen Victorn lm seen every throne
lug to lift y or more. I'ndcr this apportionment the several counties of the territory
VARIOU5 rKEAKS.
in the w.'M-- l 1 vacat? at least once, and
nil' entitled to representation as follows:
some of them sever:; times.
No. of Delegates.
A well in Salisbury, N. C, which un- -' Counties.
Bernalillo
Tin-- Princess of Wales has a tea ser
is
now
water,
cold
supplied
recently
til
vice consi .tinof sixty pieces, and reported to be giving forth a hot kind Chaves
Colfax
';'
liona Ana
every piece has upon it a photograph exclusively.
Eddy
taken by the princess in Scotland.
(rant
The smallest woman now on earth is (iiailalupe
One of the new patent veiled serenes Mile. Paulina, of Holland, 18 years old,
Lincoln
.
is being made expressly for the infant
"
Moni
and 20 inches in height. She weighs
I
itlo Arriba
prince: they :nv intended to protect less than nine pounds.
San .liian
the hands and face from bites of in-- 1
.......211,1
A Marshall county man claims thuti San Miguel
sects.
Sania Fe
by actual meir oiviru nt. and by t ight-- 1 Sierra
J
Some one who has been reading up
ing across the top rail of his fence, he: Socorro
the peerage k::;,m that the Prince of saw a stalk of corn grow seven inches Taos
I n Ion
'
Wales has seventeen brothers-in-law- .
Valencia
'in a day.
fifty-eigon i:is, and
I
A OAMK rooster belonging to Tony
Total
nephews and nicies.
le
,:. lost
liiftirlliernceorilwlt.il said resolution the
Perry, of lioekl'in-variof
the
central committees
Tony is a handy Ml uv. an litt l nl democratic
ous count es of the territory are hereby InPEOPLE.
conventions for the
neat wooden leg t the ! ird: and now structed to call countyaccording
to said ap- of delegates
About the only European monarch the rooster is once more ready for arena election
porttonmenl mid to inserí in inu can inere-fo- rleg.
each
spur
on
contests, with a
whose life is not insured is the czar.
mi invitation to nil persons or organlm.,,,.
),
without regard vo loriner airty
!,; ,i,
,,t,.
tlons.
n.
ySenator John Sherman has kept all
aillliiitlons. who Intend to support the demo- ( it y.
.lolnv
of
cratic nominee for delegate, to participate In
his letters since he was fifteen years family of Have ?ivKr. -,
declaring such persons
for-- i such conventions,
le,,f
v.vr
r
"0
he
f
two
Mo.
old.
!, U.K,,. to election as delegates to the terrl- ,
al-- 1
I
tv
other
the
an
t.rlnl convention hereby culled. Said
Miss Frances E. Willard attributes ward loiMimotion.
l ;in" backward,
county comniiueesnre reuiicsicu n iukc
!.,..:
.j
way:
to
weight
and
health
in
the
her gain
arrangements for county conventions in
ehw'.teii found it dim-cu- lt ample t ime and in accordance with the pracfact that whiie she was visiting in Eng- that
.1. H. Chist.
world,
gave
and
tice of the party.
ir.
the
to a
land they made her eat five hearty
Chairman.
Tilos. I'. (AUI.K.
de'.pnir.
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Ca., has a stony

Foüb thousand Sioux Indians are
regular church attendants.
In puritan days it was against the
law fur a man to kiss his wife on Sunday,
Machinery is being set up at Newark, N. J., fur manufacturing ammonia
from atmospheric nitrogen.
It is reported that the prices of street
curs have declined about twenty-fiv- e
per cent, during thp past two years.
A single carload of nearly pure silver
ore from the Smuggler mine was recently received at Denver, which was
worth just four hundred thousand dollars.
A man can drop a nickel in a slot and
have his handkerchief perfumed. The
proprietor of this little device made
enormous profits, giving one scent for
live cents.
"Wki.l, he was a good smoker," remarked a good Quakeress in a New
England town, who never spoke ill of
any one. when the most worthless man
m town died.
Uncle Tom's is the name of a station
on the line of the dummy ruad running between Atlantic City and Soiner's
I'oint. The station is in the shape of
an old cabin.
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e
lot upon
which men never venture. It is absolutely given up to the snakes. When
anybody wants rattlesnake oil he
hangs around the edges of the snake
farm until he has killed enough.
The snake record: Ike Layman,
Port Jervis, pilot snake seven feet long,
or less; 0. S. Kyle, London, Pa., rattler,
three feet six inches; George Rawley,
IHnghamton, three rattlers over two
feet long; Alex. Stewart, Newark, 0.,
black snake six feet long, with more
than as many hens' eggs stowed away
inside.
ten-acr-

SIMPLE, SURE REMEDIES.

A
teabpoonfi'L of bicarbonate of
soda in a wine-glas- s
of cold water will
relieve a mild attack of headache.
Very hot water is a prompt checker
of bleeding, besides, if it is clean, as it
should be, it aids in sterilizing a
wound.
When stung by a bee always remove
the sting which is left in the wound,
and over it squeeze the juice of a red
onion or apply a little hartshorn.
Mix turpentine and lard in equal
parts. Warmed and rubbed on the
chest, it is a safe, reliable and mild
:im.,U'r irritantand revulsant in minor
'
lung complications.
The
simplest
for
a nervous
remedy
A WOMAN
IN IT.
headache is a pinch of salt taken on
"I saw a very curious thing
the tongue and permitted to dissolve
"What was it?" "A woman driving a slowly, followed in about ten minutes
nail with a hammer instead of with with a drink of water.
the back of her best hair brush." Exchange.
STATED AS FACTS.
"Doctor," said the maiden, "has
The New Zealand Maoris own about
kissing ever been known to disseminate
disease?" "Yes," said the medical man. 10,000,000 acres of land.
The most densely populated spot on
"It frequently leads to heart trouble."
of Malta.
the earth is
Adams Freeman.
There are over sixty languages and
Thk enthusiastic admirer: "Really,
you have the most beautiful natural dialects spoken by the subjects of the
complexion I ever saw in my life." c.ar.
The consumption of bricks in the
The thoughtless girl (with surprise)
United Kingdom amounts to about
"Why, yon have never seen it."
Steamship liulletin.
a month.
Mus. Litem art "My husband gave
France has more persons over sixty
me some money this morning." Mrs. years of age than any other country.
Spendit "And are you going shopping Ireland comes next.
v
.Mrs.
Apoplexy is most common in France,
indeed, no
I am going
shopping for me
there being 300 deaths in every 10,000
downtown to buy something." N. Y. annually from this cause.
I'ress.
The elephant is the chief beast of
Old CrHUMl'PH "Sure that girl loves burden in Siam and Afghanistan. An
you instead of your money?" Son
"elephant load" is estimated at two
"Absolutely. Why, she actually keeps tons.
count of the kisses 1 give her. "(lid
MATTERS FOR MATES.
tirumnips "Hum! That's bad. She
may keep it up after marriage." ExLiberty of action is won by mutual
change.
concessions.
The marriage ring is a circle which
GRIST FROM SNAKE EDITORS.
husband and wife have the problem
Artist John I). Frederic, of lilne set thein of making all square.
Itidge, I'll., strongly disapproved when
Married people should study each
a snake crawled into his baby's cradle other's weak points, as skaters look out
and stole its milk.
Hut the baby for weak parts on the ice in order to
thought it was fun.
keep off them.
It. L. Thoundikk is a drummer, so
Si'OAR is the substance most unl
the story he told a Cincinnati reporter versally diffused through all natural
must be true. I!e saw a timbi r rattle-- ( products. Let married people take a
nuke coiled as if to strike, lie jumped hint from this provision of nature.
back, but needn't. The snake was on
d
Iiik last word is dangerous.
suicide bent, fanged its own self and
and wife should no more fight to
died.
get it than they should struggle for
Coi., McWjmrter. of (ireene eoiintv
the possession of a lighted bombshell
."
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He Tried to Work Them In on the Man
of Hewn, But Failed.

"What were the particulars of the
accident?" inquired the reporter.
"The cable car was going at a high
rate of speed," replied the little man
who had rushed breathlessly into the
city editor's room for the purpose of
giving the Daily Bread an item of
news. "Just as it turned the corner a
man in a light open ouggy tried to
drive across the track. The grip car
struck the buggy squarely, knocking
the man out, and he fell senseless on
the pavement. A policeman arrested
the gripman, and the injured man was
carried into Van Plunk's drug store,
right on the corner. Ever been in that
drug store? Elegantly fitted up; open
n arly all ni'jht; largest soda fountain
in that part of town, and"
"What was the extent of the man's
injuries?"
"lie was hurt on the head, I think,
but I didn't wait to see how badly. I
j mped on another car and came right
down to give you the story. In writing it up you nnn say "
"What was his name?"
"1 didn't ascertain."
"Who w.is the gripman?"
"I didn't inquire?"
"Do you know the name or number
of the policeman?"
"No."
"Then how do you suppose I can
write the thing up if you don't give
me any names?"
"Great Scott! Flaven't I told you he
was carried into Van Plunk's drug
store? What more do you want?"
-- Yes.

but"

'.Anybody in that part of town can
tell yon who Van Plunk is and what

sort

of"

"May I ask your name?"
"Yes, sir; my name is Van Plunk."
N. Y. Kecortler.

TOO HASTyT
Unwarranted I'proar at an International Uutherlng.
Recent events have afforded no better and no more conspicuous illustra-

An

tion of the value of tolerance with respect to the utterances of others than
was furnished at the late international
congress of miners in Berlin.
The polyglot character of the assemblage is indicated by the fact that an
Englishman, a Frenchman and a German had been selected as presiding officers for the day. The Frenchman
refused to serve, and his refusal was
translated to the delegates by the interpreters.
fhen his remarks had been turned
into the various tongues they were offensive to many of the delegates, and
many of them, each in his own language, shouted angry remonstrance.
In the uproar not only naiionality,
but polities and religion became the
sulij 'cts of violent harangues, and
thr .'.ion elosed at the dinner hour
wH!i elnio . predominating.
Alt'M' d. liner the delegates were '.n
belter moo.'.s. They discovered that
the remarks of the Frenchman who
di.l i!it want to preside were not so
had mude
iiriUitiiüf as the
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SMILES.
them. Apologies were offered and accepted all around, and even the French
seasons
"The
are certainly changing;
delegate whose talk had started the
"Of course they are; the poethey"
confusion made a polite speech and try I
used to write for winter I now
took his seat with the other presidents. send in
for spring."
Youth's Companion.
Mamma "I was sorry to see that
The Pose of a Moose's Head.
you took no trouble to walk lightly
I have just returned from the head- when you went into church
waters of the Penobscot, where 1 Dicky "I didn't think it was late
fished for four seasons. I wish to call enough for anyone to be asleep."
attention to what I have concluded,
"It's queer what good luck Trotter
from personal observation, is a monu- has at the races." "lias he been winmental blunder on the part of illus- ning again?" "I should say so. I saw
trators, and especially of taxidermists, him buy a two-cepaper just now and
in the position given to the head of pay for it." Inter Ocean.
the moose. Last year and this year
Dick "What makes you always tell
I saw seven moose standing quietly in when you're sick; don't you have to
the open, and I took especial pains in take awful tastin' medicine?" Jirnmie
each instance to note the position of
"Yes, but then it's the jam I get to
tne neaa. instead of thrusting it for- take the taste out that cures me."
ward, as is invariably shown, neither
"How did the plan of having three
of these moose held its head in any janitors work?" "Capitally; didn't u nsuch position. Five of the seven were as much coal by several tons." "How
bulls, one of these a patriarch. All of did they manage it?" "One was Irish,
their heads were erect; not so erect as one colored and the other German, and
a deer's, but far from the horizontal they made things so warm when they
position usually snovvn. After thu discussed work that I had to put in
moose gets in motion he does thrust electric fans all over the Hats."
his head forward in the manner and
FUGITIVE FACTS.
attitude shown, but hi does not do s i
when standing. The same may be snid
California has forty Chinese temof the caribou. It is manifestly absurd
ples.
to mount the head of any animal in
'
The black diamond is so hard that it
any other position than that of rest.
cannot be polished.
and taxidermists would do well to
An automatic sculpturing
machine
take notice of the fact and govern
themselves accordingly. Forest and has been invented in Paris.
'
TnK catacombs of Home contain the
Stream.
remains of about six million people.
MlHjtulged.
The first mention of the pipe organ
The bronzed an I weatherbeaten face
history is in connection with Soloin
of the president of tin wheel club was
temple, where there was an ormon's
darkened by a shade of disappointment gan with
ten pipes.
as he laid his hand on the shoulder of
A Paris physician who lived to the
the younger member.
"Mr. Pneuino." he said, kindly, "yon age of one hundred and in ven ascribed
have been so regular in attendance at his longevity to placing his bed so that
our meets an I so enthusiastic in all it stood north and south, in the direcmatters portainin? o the welfare of tion of the great magnetic currents.
the club, that dislike to speak to you f The paper on which the lette rs to
on a subject that has pained me great-- : the' queen of England are writk .i must
ly. But I feel that I must ask Df you not be folded. No commuuio.iuon
why it is that you so often appear which bears evidences of having been
among us not wearing the regulation folded will ever get by the mistress of
bicycle trousers we have adopted and the robes.
which, it should not be necessary lo
NOT TO BE FORGOTTEN.
tell you, are required to be worn on nil
All the wars of Napoleon Bonaparte
important occasions." For amonnnt
The wars of
a deep blush spread over the face of cost him &!,775,0OO,0OO.
the unfortunate young man thus ad- Louis Napoleon were nearly twice as
dressed, and then drawing the elder costly.
man to his side, he hastily muttered a
Showers of fish bones sometimes fall
few words in his ear. Then it was t lit on decks of vessels. Their origin is
the elder man turned and grasped h,m the waterspouts, which curry fish high
by the hand, and said in tones of the into the air.
deepest sympathy: "Will you forgive
Mimno engineers now use photogme? I did not know that you had a raphy to illustrate their rep rl., by
sister." Tom Mason, in Truth.
presenting pictures of led;rc ::i I other
features of the mines.
The SleeploiM Hat.
i .l nan,
Col. ('Kt'li. ('lav, a ouc-:- t
e
"Vhere did you got dot
niednl for the be. ; un: inan-shi- p
the
won
hat?" asked Itiinl y as Sandy Rhodes,
in the national guard test of the
the tramp, came into the saloon.
District of Columbia..
dat's a
"Dat ain't no
Fn,LMi:u wrote the song "Wait Till
plug hat," said Sandy, mildly
Clouds Roll By" after visiting a
the
use
peen
hat
a
"I calls dot
in a rui'.istorm whoasked for the
friend
id ain'd had a nap in apoud ten years,"
of hi í umbrella.
loan
said Bimby: and then he shut his eyes
Rr.rnüi: Mr. Humphrey Ward comand laughed until the tramp carried
her first novel she was seized
pleted
off four pig's teet and a handful of
with writers' cramp, and had to diccrackers from the lunch counter
tate the remainder of IV volume.
Judge.
."
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